
 
 

 

 

 

 

Date: November 9, 2018  

Contact: media@hyperkin.com  

Phone: (909) 397-8788  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Hyperkin To Release the Admiral, a Pro-Style Bluetooth Controller for the N64 

November 9, 2018 – LOS ANGELES – Hyperkin has announced plans to release a pro-style 

Bluetooth controller for the N64 - honorably named the Admiral - in Q1 of 2019. The Admiral 

uses a more traditional design, in lieu of the familiar trident shape. This design is preferred for 

high-performance competition in titles such as Super Smash Bros., GoldenEye 007, Mario Kart 

64, and many more.  

Hyperkin - a Los Angeles-based gaming hardware developer that specializes in both modern and 

retro gaming consoles and accessories – has just come off the launch of their MegaRetroN HD, 

an HD solution for playing Genesis and Mega Drive games in 720p HD. With their officially 

Xbox-licensed modern items such as the upcoming S-Wheel (wireless racing wheel) and X88 

(wireless chat headset) nearing release, Hyperkin added to their retro line with the Admiral. 

Controller Features: 

• Wireless up to 30 ft. via included Bluetooth dongle 

• Memory card inside dongle allows you to back up and transfer memory pack save data 

• Built-in lithium-ion battery lasts for 6 hours and recharges via included Micro USB cable 

• Compatible with all N64 models, as well as PC, Mac, IOS, and Android via Bluetooth 

• Dual shoulder Z buttons 

• Classic grey color 

 

About Hyperkin  

Hyperkin is a gaming hardware development company, specializing in consoles and accessories 

for multiple generations of gamers. Hyperkin's products also provide convenient and comfortable 

solutions for a wide array of home entertainment. Hyperkin leads the way in the retro and 

modern entertainment industry with unique, fun, and innovative items, including the RetroN 

console series and the handheld SupaBoy series. Hyperkin has recently entered the VR world, 

being the first to enter the market with protective skins and collaborating with HTC Vive to 

create the Hyper Blaster. Founded in 2006, Hyperkin's headquarters is located in Los Angeles, 

California.  
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